EL AL’s story is intertwined with the history of the State of Israel. The opening of the skies to
competition and a series of strategic challenges in the global airline market have forced the company
to develop new horizons that would maintain and reinforce the brand and its status in Israel as well
as around the world as the civilian airline of Israel and the Jewish people
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■■ The name EL AL was chosen by David
Remez, Israel’s first Minister of Transportation.
The name was borrowed from a verse in the
Book of Hosea.

in relation to leading airlines around the world
with emphasis on measurable standards)
and: “Constant Renewal”.

■■ In 1961, EL AL set a world record in nonstop
commercial flights from Tel-Aviv to New York
without any stopover in a Boeing 707.
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1948

EL AL takes off; first flight hosts
President Chaim Weizmann.

1950-6

EL AL leads in airlifting to Israel
Jews from Yemen, Iran and India
in Operations “Magic Carpet”
and “Ezra and Nehemiah”.

1991

1,087 Ethiopian immigrants
enter one jumbo jet in
“Operation Solomon”.

2005

EL AL privatization is
completed. Company is
now controlled by “Knafaim”.

2010

Chef Moshe Segev
creates new menus
served on EL AL flights.
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